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Process 

 
The Women for Women (WFW) Strategic Planning process – designed and facilitated by The Satori Group, Ltd. 
www.thesatorigroupltd.com on a pro-bono basis – included five key steps: 
 

 
 

Timeline  
 
The Strategic Planning initiative was conducted over a period of one year, from August 2019 to August 2020. 
 

 

http://www.thesatorigroupltd.com/
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Team 
 
The WFW Steering Committee appointed an Ad Hoc Strategic Planning team to complete the work, and is indebted to the 
following members who invested significant time and energy in crafting a rigorous and professional plan: 
 

Jennifer Adams Lyndi Hewitt  Kathy Rauch 
Carrie Coward  Sheila Horine  Jewel Tavener 
Jacqui Friedrich Pam Lane  Janet Thatcher 
Sydney Green  Janice Lato 
 

Research Components w/Summary Headlines 
 
The Strategic Plan was informed by three key pieces of research: 1) Member Survey; 2) Giving Circle Benchmarking; and 3) 
Community Needs Research. 3). A brief summary of key takeaways from each is below. The detailed findings are available in 
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 
 
Member Survey –   
 
A quantitative survey was conducted in Fall 2019. In general, survey respondents were older, longer-term members, and primarily 
Asheville-based: 
 

• 48% response rate: 136 out of 281 possible responses 
• 52% of respondents from 2 zip codes (28803 & 28804) 
• 74% of respondents were age 60 or older 
• 58% of respondents have been members for 4+ years (30% are 10+ years) 

 
A summary of the “SWOT” analysis (e.g. members’ perceptions about Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) is in 
the table below: 
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Strengths 
• Member dedication, expertise 
• Grant-making process 
• Power of collective giving 

 

Opportunities 

 Recruit a more diverse (age, race, geography) 
membership base 

 Expand focus to address broad community issues 
 

Weaknesses 

 Lack of diversity 

 Member alienation, inability to connect 

 Financially limiting 
 

Threats 

 Elitist, “clique-ish” reputation 

 Financial barriers to new members 
 

 
Our members told us why they joined WFW and the value they see from their membership: 
 

• Empowerment of women and girls (65%) and ability to make one’s gift go further (55%) were key motivators for joining 
WFW 

• These two themes carry over into what members value in WFW 
• “Confidence that my gift makes a difference” makes the WFW experience satisfying (52%) 

• When defining impact, respondents focused on the power of collective giving (24%) and seeing the successes of past 
grant recipients (14%) 

 
Members described their current engagement with WFW, along with ideas to increase engagement: 
 

• 59% of current members became aware of WFW through someone they know, highlighting the power of personal 
connection 

• Attendance at Power of the Purse (82%) and other educational/ advocacy programs (63%) are the main avenues of 
member participation 

• Many respondents (46%) are satisfied with the current opportunities for engagement in WFW 
• More opportunities to connect with grantees (28%) and additional opportunities to volunteer with WFW 

members (26%) were top suggestions for improvement 
 

Members shared what they perceived as barriers to joining WFW: 
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• Of those respondents who said they know of a potential WFW member who has not yet joined (37%), “lack of financial 
means” was cited as the top barrier (76%) 

• Analysis of “Other” comments specifically focused on the inability to pay a yearly lump sum 
• Perception that WFW tends to be ”clique-ish” or elitist was also cited as a top potential barrier (33%) 

 
When asked about the importance of having a focus area (for grantmaking) beyond that of women and girls, members had no 
clear preference: 

 
• No clear consensus on the importance of having a focus area beyond women and girls* … 

• 28% very important 
• 38% somewhat important 
• 34% not that important or not at all important 

• No clear preference for specific topic area (healthcare, issues impacting children, and education received the most votes) 
• Alignment with the greatest community need (56%) was the most important criterion in consideration of a focus area 

 
 A copy of the complete survey results is available in Appendix 1. 
 

Benchmarking of Other Giving Circles –   
 
Our research included benchmarking to learn about behaviors and practices of other Giving Circles across the U.S., leveraging the 
Philanos database. Researchers included Jewel Tavener (Research Lead), Janice Lato, Nora Daniels, Sydney Green, and Jennifer 
Adams. The team focused on six areas identified by the Steering Committee as priorities for their research: 
 

• Structures (tiers) of membership categories that organizations are using 
• Methods of diversifying membership (beyond age); if a region is served, how to get members from other areas if under-

represented 
• Methods used for engaging members 
• Innovative approaches for membership development 
• How are giving circles approaching the support of collaboration/ partnerships among nonprofits 
• Leading practices for measuring results 

 
Some of the key “headlines” are summarized below. A more complete summary of findings, as well as the sources included in the 
research, is available in Appendix 2. 
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Membership Strategies and Structure 
 

• Most organizations studied have membership and payment structures similar to Women for Women8  
• Some organizations offer payment installment options or discounted memberships for younger members 
• 21% of Philanos affiliates have multiple giving levels 
• Scholarships, sponsorships, and group memberships are also seen, although not as common 

• Strategies for growing membership include: 1) more purely social/networking events, 2) lower-cost membership options, 
3) sponsored membership, 4) pooled membership, and 5) streamlined grant process 

• Word of mouth and educational programs are the two leading recruitment tools  
• Demographics such as income and wealth have a stronger impact on giving amounts than race 
• Adult children whose parents give to charity are more likely to do the same 
• Giving circle members, overall, give more time and money, are more motivated to give for community-oriented reasons, 

and are more engaged in civic activities than donors not in giving circles  
 

Giving to Support Women and Girls 
 

• Research increasingly shows that investing in women and girls benefits the broader community 
• Women like to give collectively and based on empathy; affinity is key; and women’s organizations receive comparatively 

little funding 
• Compared to general donors, women’s fund donors have demographic differences 
• Female respondents are more likely than males to give, and give larger amounts, to some specific women’s and girls’ 

related causes 
 
Creating Engagement 
 

• The key form of engagement is participation in the grantmaking process 
• Organizations reporting the highest member engagement were those with a dual mission of creating an impact in the 

community and developing women philanthropists1 
 
Measurement and Evaluation 

• Only measure what matters; no need to measure insignificant outcomes just because you can 
• Measuring output vs. measuring impact ... Is it realistic? 
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General Best Practices 

• Have multiple ways for members to engage 
• Keep things simple and have a clear mission 
• Host engagement events for all members  
• Small settings in homes and workplaces are more effective in attracting new members  
• Keep it personal and value relationships 
• Use social media to reach members, grantees, and community partners 
• For Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DEI), leadership should participate in periodic DEI training 
• When measuring, design and plan evaluations at the same time as the program to ensure results are timely 

 
Community Needs Research –   
 
Research was also conducted to provide an updated view of needs in our region, with the objective of informing the process for 
selection of WFW’s next focus area. The research team included: Janice Lato (Research Lead), Pam Winkler, Nora Daniels, Peggy 
Newell, and Pam Lane. Some of the key “headlines” are summarized below. A more complete summary of findings, as well as the 
sources included in the research, is available in Appendix 2. 
 
Food Security 
 
• In 2018, 1 out of 4 children in WNC lived with food insecurity 
• At least 24% of food assistance recipients are children, 18% are age 60 or older (often women), and 26% have post-high school 

education 
• There is no long-term solution to the systemic problem that is rural food insecurity 

 
Education 
 
• In 2018-19, 67% of schools in WNC serving more than 80% economically disadvantaged students received a school 

performance grade of D or lower 
• 2017-2018 high school graduation rates for women in WNC were generally on par or slightly higher than the overall state 

average of 89.7% (83.7% for men) 
• In 2014-2015, NC ranked 42nd in average teacher compensation 
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Jobs 
 
• The gender wage ratio in NC is 80.9%, a gap of 19.1% 
• While higher levels of education generally lead to higher earnings, it does not eliminate the wage gap 
• NC women’s earnings vary widely by race and ethnicity 

 
Affordable Housing and Homelessness 
 
• Between 2014 and 2019 in Buncombe County, the number of unsheltered homeless women doubled 
• Between 2009 and 2019: 

• 12% increase in total number of homeless people 
• 46% decrease in number of homeless households without children 
• 18% decrease in number of women with dependent children in sheltered housing 
• 51% increase in number of women without dependent children in sheltered housing 
• 60% decrease in number of children in households in sheltered housing 

 
Childcare 
 
• Between 2005 and 2017, there was a 49% drop in the number of licensed family childcare providers in Buncombe County 
• In 2017, the childcare vacancy rate was as low as 1% 
• Limited childcare options could lead to unregulated daycares or a rise in unsupervised children  
• The cost of childcare compared to wages is higher in Buncombe County compared to other areas in NC 
 
 
Transportation 
 
• 5% of occupied households in WNC did not have access to a vehicle in 2013-2017 
 
Healthcare 
 
• While improving, NC ranks in the middle or bottom of indicators of health and wellness 
• There are wide disparities in NC women’s disease mortality rates and HIV/AIDS diagnoses when considering race and gender 
• More than 44% of women aged 15-44 live in a county without an abortion provider 
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• Although decreasing, the teen pregnancy rate in NC is 38% higher than the national rate 
• Top social determinates of health in WNC are food insecurity, housing instability, transportation challenges, and interpersonal 

violence and toxic stress 
• 2016 “Healthy Impact” rankings place Henderson, Buncombe, and Transylvania Counties near the top of NC, while Graham 

and Swain Counties placed near the bottom 
• In 2018, 23.3% of women in WNC reported having >7 days of poor mental health per month (compared to 13. 7% of men) 
• In 2018, 15.5% of women in WNC did not get mental health care or counseling that was needed in the past year (compared to 

8.8% of men)  
 

Domestic Environment (Domestic and Sexual Violence) 
 
• In NC, 35% of women have experienced at least one type of intimate partner violence (IPV) or sexual violence in their lifetime 
• Nearly 50% of female homicide victims in the US are killed by a current or former male IP 
• 1 in 5 women / 1 in 7 men experience severe physical violence from an IP in their lifetime 
• Nearly 1 in 5 women have experienced completed or attempted rape 
• WNC accounted for 33% of NC human trafficking victims 

 
Status of Latinx Families  
 
• Latino families across WNC face higher poverty rates, lower income and education rates, and higher teen birth rates than the 

non-Latino white population 
• In Buncombe County, 41%  of Latino children are in poverty, compared to 12% in the non-Latino population 
• In Henderson County, 34% of Latino children are in poverty, compared to 10% in the non-Latino population 
• In both Buncombe and Henderson Counties, median income for Latino households is more than $10,000 less than non-

Latino households 
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Mission and Vision 
 
As part of this process, the Strategic Planning team and the Steering Committee reaffirmed the WFW Mission – to improve the 
lives of women and girls through women’s collective giving, as well as the WFW Vision – to empower women to take action, 
inspire hope and possibility and strengthen Western North Carolina. It was agreed that no changes were necessary. 
 
Summary of Strategic Imperatives 
 
Leveraging the research findings, combined with the benefit of comprehensive work sessions among the Strategic Planning team, 
the WFW Steering Committee, and the WFW Grants, Advocacy and Education, and Membership and Communications 
Committees, six Strategic Imperatives were identified: 
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Each Strategic Imperative included a Goal Statement and Objectives, tied to a three-year planning horizon.  
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Measurement 
 
The Strategic Planning team worked with Steering and WFW’s three other Committees to define Measurement at the Objectives Level. 
 

Strategic Imperatives: Objectives: Measurement: 

 
 
CULTIVATE Connection: 
Build and foster 
connections that make 
giving more meaningful for 
members 

Develop an event plan (reset) that fosters 
networking and learning  

1) Event plan developed; 2) Event-specific member 
feedback 

Increase networking opportunities among 
members 

1) # small events; 2) member feedback 

Revitalize content and tools (as 
appropriate) to increase connection 

1) Social media metrics (followers, open rates); 2) Member 
feedback re: connections made 

Ensure new members feel welcomed and 
engaged 

1) Event-specific member feedback; 2) Include question (s) 
in update to larger membership survey 

EXPAND Our Circle:  
Grow and diversify our 
membership, with a focus 
on inclusion of diverse 
experiences, perspectives, 
and voices  
 

 
Attract more younger women to our giving 
circle 
 
Establish a shared understanding of and 
commitment to diversity, equity, & 
inclusion 

 
% new members < 50 
 
 
1) Commitment Statement developed & communicated 
across WFW core tools; 2) Implement changes to grants 
process - include DEI statement; simplify the application; 
increase understanding of diversity of populations served; 3) 
Broader DEI plan approved by end of Year 2. 

 
Expand our reach to our “core” 

 
% member growth in women > 50 years 

 
Increase reach beyond Buncombe 
County   

 
# new members from target counties (long-term) 

Reduce financial barriers to membership # new members resulting from sponsorships and/or shared 
memberships  
 
 

AMPLIFY Needs: Be a 
leading voice on women’s 
issues in the region, 

Provide member education and 
experiences to highlight issues impacting 
women and girls in Western NC 

1) # events; 2) Attendance numbers; 3) Event-specific 
surveys 
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Strategic Imperatives: Objectives: Measurement: 

educating and advocating 
for social change on a 
regional, state, and national 
level 

 
Mobilize members in advocacy actions 
focused on social change at the regional, 
state and national level 

 
1) Member Awareness of advocacy (survey); 2) Frequency 
of communications about advocacy; 3) Action tracking via 
quick surveys 

 
Support partner policy advocacy agendas 
consistent with our guiding policy 
principles 

 
TBD - Research needed on best practice 

 
Offer more opportunities to connect 
members with partner organizations and 
the communities they serve 

 
1) # opportunities offered (vs. previous); 2) Include question 
(s) in update to larger membership survey (e.g. did you do 
new/different things) 
 

MAXIMIZE Our Impact: 
Provide high-impact grants 
that align WFW’s values 
with the greatest community 
needs  

 

Offer more opportunities to connect 
members with grantees and the 
communities they serve 

 
 
1) # opportunities offered (vs. previous); 2) Include question 
(s) in update to larger membership survey (e.g. feel more 
connected; actions to be more connected?) 

Continue to review / refine grantmaking 
process based on evolving Best Practices 

Provide annual audit/report to Steering Committee on 
trends/changes planned and/or implemented 

Implement new focus area 
recommendation 

1) Meet required timelines; 2) (If needed): Adapt GC 
structure/process to successfully accommodate growth in 
LOI submissions 

Seek opportunities to further diversify 
grantmaking and reach underserved 
populations 
 

 

1) Yr. 1 - Historical data gathered/analyzed; baseline 
established; targets set; 2) Yrs. 2 & 3 - Progress toward 
targets ($ granted; # organizations covered; etc.)  

OPERATE Efficiently: 
Steward our resources 
strategically and 

Align Contract Staff, Committee work with 
Strategic Plan goals and objectives 
 

1) Agenda alignment; 2) SP updates; 3) Steering Committee 
survey (yr-end) 
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Strategic Imperatives: Objectives: Measurement: 

responsibly to maximize 
impact 

Leverage technology to expand our 
flexibility and reach as we grow  

1) Member feedback on tools 

Maintain prudent financial oversight to 
assure accountability to budget 
 

Manage within budget 

SECURE Our Future: 
Ensure the capacity for a 
vibrant, flexible, and 
sustainable giving circle, 
capable of supporting our 
Mission and Goals  

 

Ensure contract staff optimization and 
satisfaction 
 

 
1) Run to Best Practices; 2) Efficiency/ best use of 
resources; 3) Include satisfaction questions in annual staff 
assessment 

Grow the WFW Endowment Fund 
 

% growth of endowment 

Strengthen the volunteer pipeline to 
support leadership development and 
succession planning 
 

1) Availability / alignment of volunteer resources to support 
annual plans; 2) % training participation 

Systematically monitor member and key 
volunteer satisfaction / evolving needs  
 

1) Include satisfaction question (s) in update to larger 
membership survey  
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Action Plans 
 
Over the course of several “deep dive” work sessions, each of the Committees of WFW defined its three-year action plans. A summary 
of the plans for fiscal year 2020 / 2021 are below. The action planning grids for all three years can be found in Appendix 3. 
 
Membership & Communications Committee – 2020 / 2021 Action Plans 
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Membership & Communications Committee – 2020 / 2021 Action Plans (cont.) 
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Grants Committee – 2020 / 2021 Action Plans 
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Advocacy & Education Committee – 2020 / 2021 Action Plans 
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Steering Committee – 2020 / 2021 Action Plans 
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Steering Committee – 2020 / 2021 Action Plans (cont.) 

 
 

 
 
  
 

 The action planning grids for all three years can be found in Appendix 3. 
 

 Conclusion: Running By the Plan 

 
 The WFW Steering Committee has committed to “run by the plan,” guided by the following actions: 
 

 Prior to each Steering Committee meeting, Committee Chairs update the status of their current-year actions in a shared 
Google drive document 

 The agenda for each Steering Committee meeting includes a highlight of those status updates. 

 The annual planning process begins with Committees providing a review of their accomplishments against the current 
year action plans. Actions plans for subsequent years – as initially defined in the Strategic Plan – are then reviewed and 
refined for the upcoming fiscal year (adjusted to reflect changes, carryover actions, etc.). 
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APPENDIX 1: Member Survey: Fall 2019 – Results (file updated 04/13/20)



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS



Response Summary: Member Survey

• 48% response rate: 136 out of 281 possible responses

• 52% of respondents from 2 zip codes (28803 & 28804)

• 74% of respondents were age 60 or older

• 58% of respondents have been members for 4+ years (30% are 
10+ years)

Strategic Planning Initiative 3

Survey respondents were older, longer-term  members, and primarily 
AVL-based



Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

4

Strengths

• Member dedication, expertise

• Grant-making process

• Power of collective giving

Weaknesses

• Lack of diversity

• Member alienation, inability to 
connect

• Financially limiting

Opportunities

• Recruit a more diverse (age, race, 
geography) membership base

• Expand focus to address broad 
community issues

Threats

• Elitist, “clique-ish” reputation

• Financial barriers to new members



Key Takeaways: Perceived Value of WFW

• Empowerment of women and girls (65%) and ability to make 
one’s gift go further (55%) were key motivators for joining WFW

• These two themes carry over into what members value in WFW
• “Confidence that my gift makes a difference” makes the WFW experience 

satisfying (52%)

• When defining impact, respondents focused on the power of 
collective giving (24%) and seeing the successes of past grant 
recipients (14%)

Strategic Planning Initiative 5



Key Takeaways: Member Engagement

• 59% of current members became aware of WFW through someone 
they know, highlighting the power of personal connection

• Attendance at Power of the Purse (82%) and other educational/ 
advocacy programs (63%) are the main avenues of member 
participation

• Many respondents (46%) are satisfied with the current 
opportunities for engagement in WFW
• More opportunities to connect with grantees (28%) and additional 

opportunities to volunteer with WFW members (26%) were top 
suggestions for improvement

Strategic Planning Initiative 6



Key Takeaways: Barriers to Membership

• Of those respondents who said they know of a potential WFW 
member who has not yet joined (37%), “lack of financial 
means” was cited as the top barrier (76%)
• Analysis of “Other” comments specifically focused on the inability 

to pay a yearly lump sum

• Perception that WFW tends to be ”clique-ish” or elitist was also 
cited as a top potential barrier (33%)

Strategic Planning Initiative 7



Key Takeaways: Focus Areas

• No clear consensus on the importance of having a focus area 
beyond women and girls* …
• 28% very important

• 38% somewhat important

• 34% not that important or not at all important

• No clear preference for specific topic area (healthcare, issues 
impacting children, and education received the most votes)

• Alignment with the greatest community need (56%) was the 
most important criterion in consideration of a focus area

8

* Some respondents seemed to misunderstand that no focus area meant no focus on women and girls, so this may inflate the 
“importance” responses



RESULTS DETAIL



Q1) How did you first become aware of WFW? 

59.26%

29.63%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Colleague, Friend, Family
Member

Attend an event The Community Foundation
of Western North Carolina

Other An organization associated
with WFW

Email Social Media

Answered: 135       Skipped: 2



Q2) When you initially joined WFW, what were your main reasons?

64.71%

55.15%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Answered: 136      Skipped: 1

Empowering 
women and 

girls in 
Western NC

Leverage or 
make my 
giving go 

further

Access to 
networking
and/or social 

opportunities with 
like-minded women

General 
interest in 

philanthropy

Learn more about 
issues facing 

women and girls in 
Western NC

See more 
closely the 
impact of 
my giving

Learn more about 
not-for-profit work 

in our region

OtherDevelop or use 
my skills 

toward causes 
I care about

Find a greater 
sense of 

purpose or 
well-being



Q3) How have you participated in WFW beyond your 
generous membership donation?

63.24%

81.62%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

None of the above

Hosted an event at my home or business

Other

Have served as a committee chairperson

Donated to the Endowment Fund

Attended Celebrate WFW holiday gathering

Served on one or more committees

Invited a friend to join WFW

Attended Spring membership meeting

Attended Fall Focus Gathering

Attended educational/advocacy programs

Attended The Community Foundation's Power of the Purse event

Answered: 136        Skipped: 1



Q4) How long have you been a member of WFW?

28.15%

30.37%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Less than 1 year

7 - 9 years

1 -3 years

4 - 6 years

10 or more years

Answered: 135       Skipped: 2



Q5) What method do you typically find the most effective or helpful for 
receiving information about WFW?

90.44%

4.41%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Email Hard copies sent via regular mail Website Social Media Word of mouth Other

Answered: 136          Skipped: 1



Q6) Which of the following have contributed to making your 
experience with WFW satisfying or meaningful? 

In other words, what do you value most about your participation?

43.80%

51.82%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other

Strengthening or developing new professional or leadership skills

Learning more about my values and what’s important to me

Learning more about grantmaking and its processes

Learning more about public policy or government

Expanding or deepening my social and/or professional networks

Learning more about evaluation and assessment of charitable organizations or causes

Learning more about specific issues

Learning more about my community

Learning more about charitable organizations or causes

Channeling my time and financial resources specifically to women and girls

Having confidence that my giving makes a difference

Answered: 137          Skipped: 0



Q7) Many people who participate in giving circles in general, not just WFW, report 
that they do so in part to make a “greater impact” with their giving. Whether or 
not you agree with this sentiment, please tell us what “impact” means to you.

24%

24%

14%

13%

5%

4%

5%

5%
4% 2%

Harnessing the power of collective giving

Other

Impact/success of past grant recipients

Creating opportunities for other people/women

Addressing issues important to the community

Harnessing the knowledge of other members

Identifying and supporting worthwhile
organizations

Very focused/concentrated efforts and impacts

Transparency of activities

Bringing projects to completion

This was an open-ended question. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which were analyzed and categorized by theme. 
The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q8) What would you describe as WFW’s greatest strengths as a 
giving circle?

20%

19%

17%

13%

13%

9%

5%
4%

Member dedication and expertise

Grant-making process

Collective giving

Other

Membership size

Coordinated focus areas

Strong leadership

Structure and organization

This was an open-ended question. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which were analyzed and categorized by theme. 
The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q9) What would you describe as WFW’s greatest weaknesses as a 
giving circle?

26%

18%

15%

13%

9%

7%

7%

5%

Don't know/can't think of one

Lack of diversity

Other

Alienation and inability to connect

Financially limiting

Focus/geography too limited

Communication and follow-up

Inability to attract new members

This was an open-ended question. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which were analyzed and categorized by theme. 
The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q10a) Which of the following modes of engagement do you wish were 
available, beyond what WFW already offers?

28.33%

45.83%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

More opportunities to advocate for policy change

Other

Opportunities to volunteer together with other WFW members

More opportunities to connect with grantees

None. I am satisfied with the current opportunities for engagement.

Answered: 120          Skipped: 17



Q10b) Other Modes of Engagement

32%

26%

16%

16%

10%

Other

Expand geographic focus area

Grant recipient follow-up/communication

Education on relevant/related issues

Working volunteer sessions

Respondents who selected “Other” for Q10 were asked to provide more information. The chart above is a summary of these comments, which were 
which were analyzed and categorized by theme. The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q11) Have you heard from or about potential members interested in joining 
WFW but haven’t yet done so?

62.81%

37.19%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

No Yes

Answered: 121          Skipped: 16



Q12a) If you answered “yes” to Q11, what barriers have you heard most 
commonly prevent potential members from joining WFW?

75.93%

33.33%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Lack of financial means Perception that WFW tends to be 
“clique-ish”

Lack of time/too busy Perception that WFW is too
homogenous

Other Lack of value alignment with the
types of grants WFW awards

Answered: 54          Skipped: 83



Q12b) Other Barriers to Membership

42%

16%

17%

17%

8%

Inability to pay yearly lump sum

Wouldn't fit in / elitist

Lack of awareness and reputation

Other

No geographic ties

Respondents who selected “Other” for Q12 were asked to provide more information. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which 
were analyzed and categorized by theme. The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q13a) WFW is scheduled to select a new focus area next year. As you think about the 
criteria that should guide this selection, which of the following strike you as most 

important, in the context of our emphasis on women and girls?

56.20%

31.40%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Align with the greatest community needs and
problems.

Address community issues that aren’t currently 
receiving adequate attention from other local 

funders. In other words, it should fill a unique niche.

Reflect the particular interests or concerns of the
WFW membership.

None of the above

Answered: 121        Skipped: 16



Q13b) Other WFW Focus Areas

33%

33%

17%

17%

Broader focus beyond current focus area

Other

Maintain focus on women and girls

No political action

Respondents who selected “None of the above” for Q13 were asked to provide more information. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which 
were analyzed and categorized by theme. The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q14a) Which of the following issues would you most like to see represented as 
a priority in the new focus area that WFW will select in 2020?

38.21%

39.84%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Technology

Leadership

LGBTQ issues

Other

Organizational Capacity-Building

Issues affecting aging populations

Nutrition/Food Security

Sexual Violence and Harassment

Issues affecting immigrants and communities of color

Substance Abuse/Addiction

Economic Empowerment/Development

Housing

Education

Issues affecting children

Healthcare

Answered: 123          Skipped: 14



Q14b) Other Priority Focus Areas

31%

24%

16%

13%

8%

8%

All are important

Other

Early childhood focus

Maintain existing focus

Community gardens

Incarcerated women

Respondents who selected “Other” for Q14 were asked to provide more information. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which 
were analyzed and categorized by theme. The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q15a) How important is it to you that WFW structures its grantmaking around 
a specific focus area, beyond that of improving the lives of women and girls 

(which will always remain our overall focus)?

28.57%

37.82%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Not at all important

Not that important

Very important

Somewhat important

Answered: 119          Skipped: 18



Q15b) Importance of Focus

23%

21%

17%

15%

14%

10%

Provides clarity and focus

Other

Women/girls should remain high-level focus

Focus needed for grant applications

Focus areas can be restrictive

Need broad flexibility to support women/girls

All respondents who answered Q15 were asked to explain their answer. The chart above is a summary of the comments, which were analyzed 
and categorized by theme. The “Other” category includes an array of comments that did not fit into any clear theme (s). 



Q16) Please indicate your opinion on the following statements related to WFW 
Answered: 120          Skipped: 17
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Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

WFW gives 
good grants.

The process WFW 
uses to make 

decisions about 
the grants is clear.

Our WFW decision-
making processes 

treat all parties 
fairly.

The process 
WFW uses to 

make decisions 
about the giving 

circle is clear.

The grants awarded 
by WFW are 

appropriately 
focused on longer-
term or systemic 

change.

The grants 
awarded by WFW 
should represent 
a broader range 

of issues.

WFW membership 
is about the right 
size and doesn’t 

necessarily need to 
focus on growth.

The current WFW 
membership is 

sufficiently diverse 
in terms of race 
and ethnicity.

The current WFW 
membership is 

sufficiently 
diverse in terms 

of age.

The current WFW 
membership is 

sufficiently 
diverse in terms 
of geography.



Q17) Outside of your involvement with WFW, how else have you engaged in 
the community during the past 2 years?

94.26%

98.36%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

Other

Contacted a media source to express your opinion about a political or social issue

Shared information about causes I care about via social media

Shared information about causes I care about in person

Served on a board for non-profit organization(s)

Shared information about causes I care about via email

Contacted or visited a public official  to express your opinion

Took part in a protest, march, or demonstration

Worked on a committee for non-profit organization(s)

Assisted in raising funds for charitable causes

Signed an email or petition about a political or social issue

Volunteered time or professional skills

Bought or refused to buy from a company because I agreed or disagreed with their values

Voted in a local or national election

Contributed money

Answered: 122          Skipped: 15



Q18) In the past 2 years, did you make a donation or volunteer your time to a 
charitable organization or cause serving or benefiting one or more of the 

following population groups?

77.12%

72.03%
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People who are
economically

disadvantaged

Women and girls Children or youth People of color Elderly People with disabilities LGBTQ community Other

Answered: 118          Skipped:19



Q19) In the past 2 years, did you make a donation or volunteer your 
time to a charitable organization or cause, focused on 

one or more of the following issue areas?

75.21%

66.12%
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Human services
or for food,

shelter, or other
basic necessities.

Arts, culture, or
humanities.

Educational
purposes.

Environmental
purposes.

Health care or
medical

research.

Animal welfare. Social change,
advocacy or
community
organizing.

Religious
purposes or

spiritual
development.

International or
overseas relief or

development.

Organizations
that serve a

combination of
purposes.

Public-societal
benefit or

community
development.

Sports and
recreation.

Answered: 121          Skipped:16



Q20) Is there anything else you’d like to share about your experiences 
or perspectives that could benefit the strategic planning committee?

• Responses to this open-ended question varied, with many members expressing appreciation for 
WFW and members.

• Others provided feedback on various topics:

• “I truly appreciate the fact that I can give money and rely on others to make the most informed decisions on how to benefit the 
women and children of WNC.”

• “This is a worthwhile organization that has reached a crossroads. As the CFWNC has stopped to retool itself by ending Power of 
the Purse, I'm glad we're undertaking this strategic planning to set for the future of the org. We must find our niche and our 
voice in a community packed with nonprofits.”

• “WFW has changed since inception, moving in a good direction from charitable giving to investing in communities while 
investigating the successes and challenges faced in granting.

• There is so much potential to help nudge the needle, but it is vital that we keep our eyes on what makes a difference for those 
we serve, not for our own aggrandizement.”

• “If women and girls are educated about money and feel empowered to take control of their financial future, (which most are 
not) it can have one of the biggest impacts on their lives.”

• “I think we know that we are not diverse geographically or racially. The questions are: Is this problematic and why? And 
what might we do to mitigate this without being unrealistic given our demographics in WNC …”



Q21) What is your age? 

40.16%

33.61%
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45%

70 or older 60-69 50-59 40-49 30-39 Under 30

Answered: 122          Skipped: 15



Q22) Where do you live? 
Answered: 118          Skipped:19

19.49%

33.05%

28787

28711

28801
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28730

28704

28715

28805

Other
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Q23) WFW is a non-partisan giving circle that strives to be inclusive of all backgrounds 
and political views. Thinking about your personal experience within WFW, 
would you say that you feel comfortable as a member of the giving circle,

regardless of your political views?

18.18%

66.12%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

I feel very uncomfortable

I feel somewhat uncomfortable

I don’t know/haven’t given it much thought

I feel somewhat comfortable

I feel very comfortable

Answered: 121          Skipped: 16
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GIVING CIRCLES RESEARCH
Benchmarking of Other Giving Circles within the Philanos* network

*Philanos is the organization formerly known as Catalist



Giving Circles Research

• The following is a summary of our research on other giving circles. We focused on 
six areas identified by the Steering Committee as priorities for our research:

• Structures (tiers) of membership categories that organizations are using

• Methods of diversifying membership (beyond age); if a region is served, how to get members from 
other areas if under-represented

• Methods used for engaging members

• Innovative approaches for membership development

• How are giving circles approaching the support of collaboration/ partnerships among nonprofits

• Leading practices for measuring results

• Researchers: Jewel Tavener (Stream Lead), Janice Lato, Nora Daniels, Sydney 
Green, Jennifer Adams



Giving Circle Research Summary 

Membership strategies and structure

• Most organizations studied have membership and payment structures similar to Women for Women8

• Some organizations offer payment installment options or discounted memberships for younger members
• 21% of Philanos affiliates have multiple giving levels
• Scholarships, sponsorships, and group memberships are also seen, although not as common

• Strategies for growing membership include 1) more purely social/networking events, 2) lower-cost 
membership options, 3) sponsored membership, 4) pooled membership, and 5) streamlined grant process1

• Word of mouth and educational programs are the two leading recruitment tools.1 

• If looking to expand membership, women of color tend to give because of a focus on faith, family, and 
education2

• Demographics such as income and wealth have a stronger impact on giving amounts than race

• Adult children whose parents give to charity are more likely to do the same3

• This link is higher with adult daughters than with adult sons

• Giving circle members, overall, give more time and money, are more motivated to give for community-
oriented reasons, and are more engaged in civic activities than donors not in giving circles5



Giving Circle Research Summary 

Giving to support women and girls

• Research increasingly shows that investing in women and girls benefits the broader 
community7

• Women like to give collectively and based on empathy; affinity is key; and women’s 
organizations receive comparatively little funding7

• Compared to general donors, women’s fund donors have demographic differences4

• Include more LGBTQ individuals, less likely to be retired, less religious
• Consider themselves philanthropic experts
• Motivated by volunteering, giving back to community, believing their gift can make a 

difference

• Female respondents are more likely than males to give, and give larger amounts, to some 
specific women’s and girls’ related causes6

• Age (as age increases) and higher income levels are the most likely determinants of giving
• Donors tend to have a more focused approach to giving
• Personal experiences and belief in/hope for societal progress serve as key motivators



Giving Circle Research Summary 

Creating engagement

• The key form of engagement is participation in the grantmaking process1

• Often described as a "transformative experience”

• Organizations reporting the highest member engagement were those with a dual mission 
of creating an impact in the community and developing women philanthropists1

Measurement and evaluation

• Only measure what matters; no need to measure insignificant outcomes just because you 
can12

• Performance measures should be both ambitious and achievable; should focus on intended 
results

• Measuring output vs. measuring impact ... Is it realistic?13

• Many organizations do not have research expertise or experience to measure long-term 
impact

• At best, most can hypothesize using existing data and research



Giving Circle Research Summary 

General Best Practices

• Have multiple ways for members to engage10

• Keep things simple and have a clear mission10

• Host engagement events for all members10

• Small settings in homes and workplaces are more effective in attracting new members9

• Keep it personal and value relationships10

• Use social media to reach members, grantees, and community partners9

• For Diversity Equity and Inclusion (DEI), leadership should participate in periodic DEI 
training9

• When measuring, design and plan evaluations at the same time as the program to ensure 
results are timely11



Giving Circle Research References 

1. Collective Grantmaking in the Catalist Network: A Research Report

2. Women Give 2019: Gender and Giving Across Communities of Color

3. Women Give 2018: Transmitting Generosity to Daughters and Sons

4. All In for Women and Girls

5. Giving Circle Membership: How Collective Giving Impacts Members

6. Giving to Women and Girls - May 2016

7. Women’s Foundations and Funds: A Landscape Study

8. Membership Strategies in Collective Giving Organizations

9. We The Women Conference (Catalist) 2018

10. Giving Circle Best Practices (aapip.org)

11. 5 Ways Foundations Can Ensure That Evaluation Measures True Impact

12. Measuring What Matters

13. Let’s Be Realistic About Measuring Impact



COMMUNITY NEED RESEARCH



Community Need Research

• The following research was conducted to provide an updated view of need 
in our region, with the objective of informing the process for selection of 
WFW’s next focus area.

• Researchers: Janice Lato (stream lead), Pam Winkler, Nora Daniels, Peggy 
Newell, Pam Lane



Community Need Research 

Food Security

• In 2018, 1 out of 4 children in WNC lived with food insecurity
• MANNA provided more than 5,000 packs weekly to children across 172 schools and sites 

and 16 counties

• At least 24% of food assistance recipients are children, 18% are age 60 or older 
(often women), and 26% have post-high school education

• There is no long-term solution to the systemic problem that is rural food insecurity
• MANNA has continued to provide more pounds of food, has received more Helpline 

calls, and received more FNS applications since 2016



Community Need Research 

Education

• In 2018-19, 67% of schools in WNC serving more than 80% economically 
disadvantaged students received a school performance grade of D or lower
• By comparison, 84.1% of schools serving less than 20% economically disadvantaged 

students received a school performance grade of B or higher 

• 2017-2018 high school graduation rates for women in WNC were generally on par 
or slightly higher than the overall state average of 89.7% (83.7% for men)
• Notable exceptions were Graham County (83.7%) and Mitchell County (86.7%)

• Avery (95%), Cherokee (95%), and Polk (93.7%) Counties were highest in WNC

• In 2014-2015, NC ranked 42nd in average teacher compensation



Community Need Research 

Jobs

• The gender wage ratio in NC is 80.9%, a gap of 19.1%
• If rate of wage gap continues to change at the rate it did between 1959 and 2015, the 

gender wage gap in NC will not close until 2060

• Median annual earnings for women in NC are $36,400, compared with $45,000 for men

• While higher levels of education generally lead to higher earnings, it does not 
eliminate the wage gap

• NC women’s earnings vary widely by race and ethnicity
• Among employed women, Hispanic women are least likely to be in managerial or 

professional professions



Community Need Research 

Affordable Housing and Homelessness

• Between 2014 and 2019 in Buncombe County, the number of unsheltered 
homeless women doubled
• During this time, there was a 73% decrease in the number of homeless people who are 

victims of domestic violence

• Between 2009 and 2019:
• 12% increase in total number of homeless people

• 46% decrease in number of homeless households without children

• 18% decrease in number of women with dependent children in sheltered housing

• 51% increase in number of women without dependent children in sheltered housing

• 60% decrease in number of children in households in sheltered housing



Community Need Research 

Childcare

• Between 2005 and 2017, there was a 49% drop in the number of licensed family childcare 
providers in Buncombe County
• During this time, there was a 14% drop in licensed childcare centers (larger facilities, typically 

charging more) 

• In 2017, the childcare vacancy rate was as low as 1%

• Limited childcare options could lead to unregulated daycares or a rise in unsupervised 
children 

• The cost of childcare compared to wages is higher in Buncombe County compared to other 
areas in NC

Transportation

• 5% of occupied households in WNC did not have access to a vehicle in 2013-2017



Community Need Research 

Healthcare

• While improving, NC ranks in the middle or bottom of indicators of health and wellness

• There are wide disparities in NC women’s disease mortality rates and HIV/AIDS diagnoses when 
considering race and gender

• More than 44% of women aged 15-44 live in a county without an abortion provider

• Although decreasing, the teen pregnancy rate in NC is 38% higher than the national rate

• Top social determinates of health in WNC are food insecurity, housing instability, transportation 
challenges, and interpersonal violence and toxic stress

• 2016 “Healthy Impact” rankings place Henderson, Buncombe, and Transylvania Counties near the top of 
NC, while Graham and Swain Counties placed near the bottom

• In 2018, 23.3% of women in WNC reported having >7 days of poor mental health per month (compared to 
13. 7% of men)

• In 2018, 15.5% of women in WNC did not get mental health care or counseling that was needed in the past 
year (compared to 8.8% of men) 



Community Need Research 

Domestic Environment (Domestic and Sexual Violence)

• In NC, 35% of women have experienced at least one type of intimate partner violence (IPV) 
or sexual violence in their lifetime
• WNC represents roughly 15% of NC domestic violence crisis calls and clients served (570 

victims had to be referred elsewhere due to lack of space)

• WNC represents roughly 22% of NC sexual assault crisis calls and 19% of clients served

• Nearly 50% of female homicide victims in the US are killed by a current or former male IP

• 1 in 5 women / 1 in 7 men experience severe physical violence from an IP in their lifetime

• Nearly 1 in 5 women have experienced completed or attempted rape
• 1 in 3 female rape victims reported their first experience of SA between age 11-17

• 1 in 8 female rape victims reported their first experience of SA before age 10

• WNC accounted for 33% of NC human trafficking victims



Community Need Research 

Status of Latinx Families 

• Latino families across WNC face higher poverty rates, lower income and education 
rates, and higher teen birth rates than the non-Latino white population
• In Buncombe County, 41%  of Latino children are in poverty, compared to 12% in the 

non-Latino population

• In Henderson County, 34% of Latino children are in poverty, compared to 10% in the 
non-Latino population

• In both Buncombe and Henderson Counties, median income for Latino households is 
more than $10,000 less than non-Latino households

• In Buncombe County, 41% of Latinos do not have a high school diploma, compared to 
almost 9% of non-Latinos; In Henderson County, the comparison is 38% to 10%

• Teen birth rates (per 1,000) in Buncombe County are 63.3 in the Latino population, 
compared to 30.6 for non-Latino; In Henderson County, the rate is 105.3 in the Latino 
population and 36.6 for non-Latinos



Category Title Where to Find Information
Lead Researcher

Focus Area
Key Health Issues in Western 
North Carolina

https://www.wnchn.org/wnc-data/
Peggy Newell 

Focus Area
NC Social Determinants of 
Health by Regions

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=def612b7025b44eaa1e0d7af43f4702b Carrie Coward

Focus Area
Status of Women in North 
Carolina: Employment & 
Earnings

https://ncadmin.nc.gov/advocacy/women/status-women-north-carolina Pam Winkler

Focus Area
Status of Women in North 
Carolina: Health & Wellness

https://files.nc.gov/ncdoa/cfw/documents/R592_NC_Health_Report_Final.pdf Pam Lane

Focus Area
Previous WFW Focus Area 
Research Summarized by Pam 
Lane

Tricia, Pam, and Kathy Rauch have a summary

Women's 
Collective Giving

Collective Grantmaking in the 
Catalist Network: A Research 
Report

https://evans.uw.edu/sites/default/files/catalist_report_final_4.10.pdf Jewel Tavener and Jennifer Adams

Women's 
Collective Giving

Women's Foundations and 
Funds: A Landscape Study

https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/bitstream/handle/1805/19275/foundations-funds-summary.pdf Sydney Green

Women's 
Collective Giving

Library of Women's 
Philanthropy Institute 
Research on Why, How, 
Where, and When Women Give

https://philanthropy.iupui.edu/institutes/womens-philanthropy-institute/library/index.html Janice Lato and Nora Daniels

Focus Area NC Education http://www.ncpublicschools.org/fbs/resources/data/#statistical-profile Nora Daniels

Focus Area
Homelessness Data for 
Asheville & Buncombe

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eQKQyLUn-2zqGQitzLwkIU1d9aiZmaSr
Peggy Newell 

Focus Area Domestic Violence NCCADV - ?, Helpmate? Check with them for data Pam Winkler 

Women's 
Collective Giving

Foundation for the Carolinas https://www.fftc.org Janice Lato

Focus Area
Dogwood Health Trust 
research

https://dogwoodhealthtrust.org/ Carrie Coward

Focus Area Rural Area Needs https://carolinapublicpress.org/29349/isolation-creates-challenge-for-battle-against-food-insecurity/ Pam Winkler

Sources of Information 

https://www.wnchn.org/wnc-data/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=def612b7025b44eaa1e0d7af43f4702b
https://ncadmin.nc.gov/advocacy/women/status-women-north-carolina
https://files.nc.gov/ncdoa/cfw/documents/R592_NC_Health_Report_Final.pdf
https://evans.uw.edu/sites/default/files/catalist_report_final_4.10.pdf
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/bitstream/handle/1805/19275/foundations-funds-summary.pdf
https://philanthropy.iupui.edu/institutes/womens-philanthropy-institute/library/index.html
http://www.ncpublicschools.org/fbs/resources/data/#statistical-profile
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eQKQyLUn-2zqGQitzLwkIU1d9aiZmaSr
https://www.fftc.org/
https://dogwoodhealthtrust.org/
https://carolinapublicpress.org/29349/isolation-creates-challenge-for-battle-against-food-insecurity/
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APPENDIX 3: Strategic Planning Initiative: 3-Year Action Plans



Strategy 
Imperative

Objectives Measurement Tactics / Actions Priority Timing 
Lead 
Committee

Supporting 
Committee

A
M

P
L

IF
Y

 N
e

e
d

s
Mobilize members in advocacy actions 
focused on social change at the regional, 
state and national level

1) Member Awareness of advocacy 
(survey); 2) Frequency of 
communications about advocacy; 3) 
Action tracking via quick surveys

Educate membership on public policy advocacy - why 
we do it, how we do it, current advocacy agenda

High Ongoing A&E

Provide advocacy action tools to members High Ongoing A&E

Develop rolling advocacy agenda High Ongoing A&E

Provide members with regular advocacy updates and 
successes

Med Ongoing A&E

Collaborate with Grants Committee on task force to 
research, adopt and implement a framework to measure 
impact

High Year 1 A&E Grants

Offer more opportunities to connect 
members with partner organizations and 
the communities they serve

1) # opportunities offered (vs. previous); 
2) Include question (s) in update to larger 
membership survey (e.g. did you do 
new/different things)

Publicize and encourage member participation in non-
profit events (volunteer opportunities, fundraisers, 
speaker events, advocacy events) consistent witih our 
values and guiding principles

Med Year 2 A&E M&C

Provide member education and 
experiences to increase understanding of 
issues impacting women and girls in 
Western NC

1) # events; 2) Attendance numbers; 3) 
Event-specific surveys

Provide a "call to action" at each educational experience High Ongoing A&E

Collaborate with Membership & Communications 
Committee to leverage educational events as 
recruitment opportunity

High Year 2 A&E M&C

Develop and implement a rolling education calendar 
with increased frequency and higher member/guest 
capacity

High Ongoing A&E M&C

Utilize in-person, digital, and social media platforms to 
reach participants 

High Ongoing A&E M&C

Support partner policy advocacy agendas 
consistent with our guiding policy 
principles

TBD - Research needed on best practice Identify and strengthen collaboration with local and 
regional entities doing advocacy work in areas 
supported by our guiding principles

High Year 2 A&E



Strategy 
Imperative

Objectives Measurement Tactics / Actions Priority Timing 
Lead 
Committee

Supporting 
Committee

C
U

LT
IV

A
T

E
 C

o
n

n
e

ct
io

n
Develop an event plan (reset) 
that meets members' needs 
and foster networking and 
learning 

1) Event plan developed; 2) Event-
specific member feedback

Begin process of strategizing approach to evolve from celebratory 
lunch format to more issues-based forums (for 2022 implementation)

High Year 1 M&C A&E

Ensure new members feel 
welcomed and engaged

1) Event-specific member feedback; 2) 
Include question (s) in update to larger 
membership survey

Evaluate, redesign member welcome process - interface points, 
timing, type, etc. - to increase connection earlier in membership cycle 
(& promote volunteer opportunities)

High Year 1 M&C Steering

Hold 2 orientations / year; include "matchmaking" component High Year 1 M&C All Committees

Continue "table captains" (w/assigned seating at sitdown events) or 
"dicussion leaders" (at others) who can facilitate introductions & 
discussions

Med Year 2 M&C A&E

Increase networking 
opportunities among members

1) # small events; 2) member feedback Continue networking dinners High Ongoing M&C A&E

Create additional opportunities for small gatherings to allow for 
deeper connections among members

High Year 1 M&C A&E

Revamp toolkit to make small group hosting (home or workplace) easy 
& fun

Med Year 2 M&C

Revitalize content and tools (as 
appropriate) to increase 
connection

1) Social media metrics (followers, open 
rates); 2) Member feedback 
re:connections made

Actively promote Facebook use in every communication - follow, 
share, invite

High Ongoing M&C All Committees

Update PPT and fact sheet; promote use with members High Year 1 M&C All Committees

Solution member directory / contact approach High Year 1 M&C

Increase storytelling content (through video vinettes) to personalize 
the power of collective giving

Med Year 2 M&C Steering



Strategy 
Imperative

Objectives Measurement Tactics / Actions Priority Timing 
Lead 
Committee

Supporting 
Committee

E
X

P
A

N
D

 O
u

r 
C

ir
cl

e
Attract more younger women to 
our giving circle

% new members <50 "Present" WFW to relevant organizations (e.g. Young Professionals 
Assoc)

High Year 1 M&C All Committees

Explore improvements to digital / social media platforms to align 
w/younger use trends

Med Year 2 M&C

Conduct focus groups w/existing members in this demographic High Year 1 Steering M&C

Promote Sponsorships (business or person paying) as a way of getting 
new members in

Med Year 2 Steering M&C

Establish a shared understanding 
of and commitment to diversity, 
equity, & inclusion

1) Commitment Statement developed & 
communicated across WFW core tools; 2) 
Implement changes to grants process -
include DEI statement; simplify the 
application; increase understanding of 
diversity of populations served; 3) Broader 
DEI plan (including training) approved by 
end of Year 2.

Identify DEI training needs across a spectrum of issues/discussions 
(discernment / discovery)

High Year 1 Steering

Develop a DEI "position" or statement for WFW High Year 1 Steering

Expand our reach to our “core” % member growth in women > 50 years Develop and launch new member campaign High Year 1 M&C Steering

Add possible recruitment component to small group activities High Year 1 M&C

Update & implement the toolkit (PPT, Fact Sheet, FAQs) High Year 1 M&C

Strengthen recruitment components at all events High Year 1 M&C A&E

Expand use of Facebook to include recruitment content Med Year 1 M&C

Leverage organizations where women are focused on connecting: e.g. 
Asheville Newcomers, Young Professionals, Realtors)

Med Year 2 M&C All Committees

Explore an incentive to recognize & reward successful referrals Med Year 2 M&C

Increase reach beyond Buncombe 
County  

# new members from target counties 
(long-term)

Develop approach for Henderson County awareness building Med Year 2 M&C A&E

Expand approach to additional Counties as capacity allows Med Year 3 M&C A&E

Reduce financial barriers to 
membership

# new members resulting from 
sponsorships and/or shared memberships 

Promote concept of sponsorships (with existing members) and shared 
memberships for new members where financial barriers exist

High Year 2 Steering



Strategy 
Imperative

Objectives Measurement Tactics / Actions Priority Timing 
Lead 
Committee

Supporting 
Committee
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Continue to review / refine grantmaking process 
based on evolving Best Practices

Provide annual audit/report to Steering 
Committee on trends/changes planned 
and/or implemented

Educate members on the tie between Advocacy & 
Education and Grants in achieving positive, impactful 
change

High Ongoing Grants A&E

Launch cross-committee task force to research & 
recommend methodology for measuring impact

High Year 1 Grants A&E

Simplify & streamline paperwork for applicants High Year 1 Grants

Implement new focus area recommendation 1) Meet required timelines; 2) (If 
needed): Adapt GC structure/process to 
successfully accommodate growth in 
LOI submissions

Revise application and grant guidelines to reflect new 
focus area. Include DEI statement; language re 
openness to funding programs serving boys/men; 
language re gender expression

High Year 1 Grants Steering

Publicize new focus area to nonprofit community, 
highlighting broader opportunity for funding

High Year 1 Grants M&C

Develop backup plan for how GC will handle increase in 
LOIs, should it occur

High Year 1 Grants Steering

Ensure consistency of value statement language with 
developing definition of DEI

High Year 2 Grants Steering

Offer more opportunities to connect members with 
grantees and the communities they serve

1) # opportunities offered (vs. previous); 
2) Include question (s) in update to 
larger membership survey (e.g. feel 
more connected; actions to be more 
connected?)

Spotlight success stories from grantees – especially at 
recruiting events

High Ongoing Grants M&C

Publicize and encourage WFW member participation in 
nonprofit events (volunteer work days, fundraisers, 
advocacy events, etc.) 

High Ongoing Grants All Committees

Seek opportunities to further diversify grantmaking 
and reach underserved populations

1) Yr. 1 - Historical data 
gathered/analyzed; baseline 
established; targets set; 2) Yrs. 2 & 3 -
Progress toward targets ($ granted; # 
organizations covered; etc.)

Review past grants to understand extent to which WFW 
has served diverse populations to date

High Year 1 Grants

Identify minority-led/minority-focused nonprofits in 
WNC; consider outreach strategy if appropriate

High Year 2 Grants M&C

Research the feasibility of establishing 
partnerships/matching grants with funders who serve 
minority/marginalized populations

Med Year 2 Grants

Investigate using special purpose grants to address 
underserved populations/nonprofits  (e.g., social impact 
initiative, start-up grant, capacity-building grant)

Med Year 2 Grants



Strategy 
Imperative

Objectives Measurement Tactics / Actions Priority Timing 
Lead 
Committee

Supporting 
Committee
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Align Contract Staff, Committee work with Strategic Plan goals 
and objectives

1) Agenda alignment; 2) SP updates; 3) 
Steering Committee survey (yr-end)

Design agendas/mtgs. accordingly High Ongoing Steering

Bi-annual SC reviews of Committee plans / 
progress

High Ongoing Steering

Bi-monthly reviews w/Tricia High Ongoing Steering

Maintain 3-year cycle for "full" updates to 
Strategic Plan

Med Year 3 Steering

Leverage technology to expand our flexibility and reach as we 
grow 

1) Member feedback on tools Continued use of best virtual meeting 
options

High Ongoing Steering

Ongoing alignment of comm. channels / 
tools with member preferences & prospect 
audiences

High Ongoing M&C

Maintain prudent financial oversight to assure accountability to 
budget

Manage within budget Quarterly SC financial reviews High Ongoing Steering

Cultivate incremental member gifts for 
discrete activities  

Med Year 2 Steering All Committees

Evaluate dues increase, if appropriate Med Year 3 Steering



Strategy 
Imperative

Objectives Measurement Tactics / Actions Priority Timing 
Lead 
Committee

Supporting 
Committee
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Ensure contract staff optimization and satisfaction 1) Run to Best Practices; 2) Efficiency/ 
best use of resources; 3) Include 
satisfaction questions in annual staff 
assessment

Conduct quarterly reviews of work plate; 
opportunities & issues 

High Ongoing Steering

Conduct periodic rate reviews Med Year 2 Steering

Grow the WFW Endowment Fund % growth of endowment Implement / integrate "endowmment 
awareness" across all WFW tools, events

High Ongoing Steering M&C

Additional learning / dialogue around 
automatic percent of member dues going 
to endowment

Med Year 2 Steering

Strengthen the volunteer pipeline to support leadership 
development and succession planning

1) Availability / alignment of volunteer 
resources to support annual plans; 2) % 
training participation

Focus efforts to revitalize / expand M&C 
Committee

High Year 1 M&C Steering

Explore strategy around donor 
recruitment vs. volunteer recruitment, 
and subsequent changes in language / 
messaging around volunteer engagement 
& benefits

Med Year 2 M&C Steering

Highlight ongoing training opportunities, 
encouraging the leveraging of existing 
resources

Med Ongoing Steering

Benchmark approaches to improve 
volunteer engagement / development 

High Year 1 Steering

Systematically monitor member and key volunteer satisfaction / 
evolving needs 

1) Include satisfaction question (s) in 
update to larger membership survey 

Expand implementation of "quick" 
surveys (tied to events, programs, etc.)

High Year 1 M&C

Conduct baseline survey updates every 3 
years (tied to Strategic Plan updates)

Med Year 3 M&C Steering

Implement a volunteer recognition 
program

Med Year 2 Steering
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